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All art within is documented to the original 
authors and may NOT be used without their 
permission, plus most of it is being used in their 
own game, and we will recognize it if you try 
and pass it off as your own, so do not even try. 
The work within is to be used mainly as a basis 
and a stepping stone to create your own art, in 
your own style. The images may only be used for 
inspiration and for ideas, but do not copy 
anyone’s artwork. If you have anything to add, 
email me at scummbuddy@comcast.net 

If you have artwork in here and do not want it in 
here anymore, again, email me at 
scummbuddy@comcast.net and we’ll talk. 
 
Now, let’s get to the meat and bones of why we 
are here; the tutorials and art. I know what you 
may be thinking, “I’m going to make the best 
game evaaaa!1” Well, maybe, but first you have 
got to worry about your art. It’s sad, but art sells 
the game these days, and not the storyline. 
Within this package, you will find: 
• An image by Mage 
• An image by Andrew 
• An image by Y0ke 
• An image by Scotch 
• An image from 2dAdventure 
• An collection from Proskrito 
• An image by Aussie 
• An image by lowresman 
• An image by Misj 
• An image by Dan Clarke
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Another (almost-done) image by Mage 



 
Made by Andrew for a background blitz on the AGS forums 



 
Morgue used for a background Blitz made by Y0ke 



 
Asteroid Hut by Scotch 



from 2dadventure.com 

 

Since some of the images here are going for realism, I thought I would 
put this section here. 
From Prosktrio comes: 



 



In another style, yet still from Proskrito: 

 



 
Another great one from Aussie. This is just one of many great 
backgrounds from the game “Chick Chaser”. I suggest you play it, if you 
not only want to see more great backgrounds from Aussie, but have a fun 
adventure too. 



 
another bg by lowresman 



 
competition entry Misj 



 
Baseball field by Dan Clarke



Well, that was fun. Special thanks goes out to 
Mage, Scotch, Y0ke, Proskrito, Andrew and 
2dAdventure for creating these art works for me 
to gawk at adore. [Edited to add Aussie, Misj, 
DanClarke and lowresman.] Now with these 
images in mind, what styles can you come up 
with. These images above are to be used as tools 
or stepping stones to get your imagination going, 
and for you to create your own style. So do not 
use these in your own work, or try to claim them. 
These people put a lot of hard work into creating 
these for us to view, so be kind, and use them 
only as learning resources. 
 
-Scummbuddy 


